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OSPF YANG Model

- Import **ietf-bfd-types** module and use **client-cfg-parms** based Reshad Rahman/Jeff Haas discussions.
- YANG Doctor Comments from Lada Lhotka and Martin Bjorkland
  - Use identities rather than enums and use `derived_from()` and `derived_from_or_self()` for `must()` and `when()` constraints (`ospf-protocol`, `ospf-lsa-type`, `area-type`)
  - Conform to RFC6087BIS recommendations of enums and identifiers
  - Better Descriptions for some identifiers
- Remove redundant AF list and instance container from **ospf** container – Now single **af** per instance and list is only at control plane level.
- Working Group Last Call Imminent – One more update
Others LSR YANG Models

- ISIS YANG Model - Next Priority
- OSPF/ISIS SR YANG Models – On backburner until we get other to IESG